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General laws describing the course of liquidus curves in the binary systems 
having no solid solutions have been formulated or derived. They are called 
the criteria of thermodynamic consistency. I t has been proved that the re
lations are generally valid without respect to functional relation between 
the activity and the concentration of the component in liquid phase. The 
criteria can be used successfully for the verification of principal correctness 
of the course of a liquidus curve. 

For the equilibrium "solidus — liquidus" the classic thermodynamics yields at P =• 
= const relation [1] 

In aA = ABA [1/Z* - 1/TjJ #-i + — í I" 1/21 ' ľ ACf ат\ dZ\ (iy 

where aA is the activity of component A in liquid solution which coexists in equi
librium with the pure solid component A, 

AHA is the change in enthalpy accompanying the process A s -> Ax at TA, 
TA is the temperature of fusion of the pure component A, 
TA is the temperature of primary crystallization of the pure component A in 

liquid phase in which the activity of component A equals aA, 
AClJf is the change in the molar heat capacity for the process A s -> A1? 

R is the gas constant. 

If wre intend to calculate the course of a liquidus curve in coordinates xA—TA> where 
xA is the mole fraction of component A in the system A—B, we.should know the functio
nal dependence a^ = i(xA). This relation can be empirical, semiempirical, or rational, 
obtained by a mathematical treatment of physical properties of the chosen model of 
the liquid phase. 

However, it can be proved that there are such regions in the diagrams of liquidus 
where the course of liquidus curves is strictly determined by certain thermodynamic 
relations which are completely independent of the chosen model or of the dependence 
aA = f{xA). These universal rules will be called the criteria of therniodynamic consistency 
for the course of liquidus curves. 

* Presented at the 2nd Czechoslovak Seminar on "Molten Salt Systems", Bratislava,. 
April 11-12, 1973. 
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let criterion: 

For the course of the liquidus curve of component A in a simple eutectic binary sys
tem A —В it holds 

lim 
.TA-> 1 cLc A 

= tg*jL = R{Tt

A)*.l%jJAHt

/L, (2) 

where aA is the angle between tangent to the liquidus curve of component A for xA -> 1 
and the isotherm (Fig. 1), 

^B/A i s the Stortenbeker correction factor equal to the number of gram-moles 
of new particles in the system (formed by a great excess of substance A) 
which appear as the result of the addition of 1 mole of substance B. 

The necessity to introduce the correction factor follows from the considerations publi
shed by Stortenbeker [2]. That is why we will call the correction factor by his name. 
Relation (2) can be rationally derived on the basis of the Temkin model of ideal ionic 
systems [3 — 5] or on the base of the universal relation for the functional dependence 
a = f(x) [6]. 

If the experimentally found course of the liquidus in the given system does not obey 
this criterion it may be supposed that the measurements are wrong [7, 8]. Also the 
model from which this criterion does not follow for xA 

2nd criterion: 

1 seems to be incorrect. 

For the course of liquidus curves near the eutectic point E in a simple binary system 
A - В it holds 

XA ' ЛНА*(Ю • kA — xB - Zlíř B ( E ) -kB (3) 

where xA, x# are the coordinates of the eutectic point E in the given system, 
АН^ф), AW£(E) a r e the partial molar changes in the enthalpy of the processes 

As -> Aj and B s -> Bj at the composition and temperature 
of the point E, 

are the slopes of tangents to the liquidus curves A or В at the 
point E (Fig. 2). Apparently kf = tg a, k% = tg ß. 

Relation (3) has been derived by Dodé and Hagege [9]. Later, using this relation, the 
equation for the determination of changes in partial molar enthalpies of mixing at the 
point E has been proposed [10]. An application of eqn (3) is in papers [8, 11]. 

kA, Aß 

Fig. 1. The course of the liquidus curve 
-at the melting point of the pure compo
nent A according to the 1st criterion. 

Fig. 2. The course of the liquidus curves 
of components A and В near the eutectic 
point E according to the 2nd criterion. 
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E 

Fig. 3. The course of the liquidus curves 
of component В near the point Q accord

ing to the 3rd criterion. 

Fig. 4. Phase diagram of the binary 
system А—В having an incongruently 

melting compound M. 

The relations forming the content of the 1st and the 2nd criterion of thermodynamic 
•consistency are therefore known. I t seems however that their fundamental importance 
for the verification of the principal correctness of the course of liquidus curves has not 
yet been fully comprehended and therefore they have not been used in this sense as 
yet. 

3rd criterion: 

Let us consider a binary system А —В in which a polymorphic change e.g. B a +± B3 
appears at the temperature T^jOL. Let T E < T^,a < T^. The low-temperature modifi-
oation of component В will be denoted B a , the high-temperature modification B3. 
Then for the course of the liquidus curve of component В in the vicinity of nonvariant 
point Q (Fig. 3) it holds 

*g, (4) AHl!a . &°-^ Я В « ( 0 ) ка •AH%W-

where z í / /^ ( ( J ) , AHl^{Q) are the partial molar changes in enthalpy for the processes 

B* B , Bl 

are the slopes of tangents to liquidus curves of component В 
at the point Q. 

I t holds that jfcj = tg a, k$ = tg ß. 
Derivation of eqn (4): 
From the condition of thermodynamic equilibrium for the reaction B^ ^± B1 it 

follows 
d(<?№)p = d(SljT). 

(бЩУГ) dT = — (в&Т)х dT 
dT dT 

li" 

— (Gl

BJT)rdx, 
OX 

(5) 

_ ^IkdT = - ^ d T + — /оал + дппо^х 
т* т 2 дх\ т ) т 

dx. 

As QfŕjT does not depend on x, it holds after rearrangement (see [10]) 

Ц = RT^^M 
:B« / en \ ^ X B a / 1 ea \ v * B a / Г,Т 

arid similarly for the equilibrium B | +± B1 it can be written 

<!«!& 
l ^ B e / e q \ dxB* IРЛ 

(6a) 

(6b) 
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Fig. 5. The course of the liquidus curve 
of compound M and substance В near 
the peritectic point P * in the system 

A —M according to the 4th criterion. 

A M 

At the point Q, хВл = xBfi, and therefore dxBa = d.TB3; TQ = TtT. 

\ d * B a / e q a X ^ B p / e q 

Comparing eqns (6a) and (6b) we obtain relation (4). Dividing eqn (4) by Ttr Ф 0 gives 

4th criterion: 

Let us consider a binary system А—В having an incongruently melting compound M 
(Fig. 4). Let us make a transformation of concentration coordinates in such a way that 
the system А —В will be divided into two independent systems A—M and M —В (Fig. 5). 
I t is evident that the system A—M is a topological analogue of the system А —В (Fig. 3). 
Using the similar way as in the case of the 3rd criterion it can be proved that for the 
course of liquidus curves of compound M and component В near the point P * it holds 

Д-^М(Р*) ' ^M = -4^B(P*) * ^в • W 

The symbols in eqn (8) have the same meaning as in the previous relations. The asterisks 
in eqn (8) denote that all the parameters are related to the systems A—M (Fig. 5). This 
system has been constructed from the system А —В (Fig. 4) by the transformation of 
concentration coordinates and therefore in the system A—M it holds that л;А — .rM = 1. 
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